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Sunnylife sports camera mount for DJI Mavic 3
Make it easy to record spectacular aerial shots. A special mount by Sunnylife will allow you to attach a sports camera of your choice or
additional  lighting  to  your  DJI  Mavic  3  drone.  The  product  is  very  easy  to  install,  and  high-quality  materials  have  been  used  in  its
construction. You will also find a practical 1/4″ adapter included.
 
Get more possibilities
Want to create even more interesting shots with your drone? The Sunnylife mount will help you do just that! The accessory allows you to
conveniently mount a sports camera (for example, GoPro 10, GoPro 8 or DJI Action 2), and the included 1/4″ adapter allows you to attach
Insta360 One X2 or additional lighting. Note: tests have shown that cameras such as the GoPro 9, Insta360 GO 2, Insta360 One R and
GoPro Max can interfere with the Mavic 3's GPS signal.
 
Made for your drone
Thanks to its well-thought-out design, the mount fits the DJI Mavic 3 drone perfectly - it does not obstruct its lighting or vision system.
Once mounted, it guarantees the camera the necessary stability - don't worry that the device will fall and be damaged. Installation of the
accessory is extremely fast and easy. What's more, the soft pads on the mount help prevent scratching the drone.
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Brand
Sunnylife
Name
Sunnylife Multifunctional Adapter Mount
Model
M3-GZ373
Material
Plastic
Weight
30g (including screw)
Compatibility
DJI Mavic 3

Preço:

€ 11.50
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